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C-odemasidfS, Mig 29 Soviet Fighter, The Fantastic Adventures of Dizzy. Bignose the 
Caveman. Quattro Adventure. Linus Spacehead, Super Robmhood, Treasure Island Dizzy 
and Boomerang Kid are trademarks of Code masters Software Company Limited. 
Copyright Codemasters Software Company Limited 1991 All Rights Reserved. 

Cam erica is a registered trademark of Camerica Limited Inc. This product is licensed to 
Cam erica Limited, Inc. by Codemasters Software Company Limited. 

Mig 29 Soviet Fighter is a producl of Camerica Limited, Inc, and is not designed, 
manulectured, distributed or endorsed by Nintendo of America Inc. 

IMPORTANT PRECAUTIONS 
We recommend that you take a 10 to 20 minute break for every 2 
hours of play. Also to avoid eye strain, play the game at a reasonable 
distance from the T V. 
DO NOT touch the connectors or get them wet or dirty, 
DO NOT clean the game with benzene, alcohol, paint thinner or 
other such solvents. 
DO NOT store the game in places that are very hot or very cold. 
DO NOT hit it or drop it or attempt to take it apart, 
DO NOT use on a FRONT OR REAR PROJECTOR TV.Projection TVs 
can be permanently damaged by displaying stationary screens or 
patterns, eg. a game in pause mode. 
Camerica will not be held liable for any such damage. It is not a 
defect of the game, any stationary image can cause such damage, 

Z Please contact your TV manufacturer for more information. 
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j mission BRiEFinc 
SOVUn FIGHTER 

The characters and story in this book are fictional 
Any resemblance to persons living or dead is purely 
coincidental. 

On June the 8th 
1984 Colonel 
Crackov, the KGB's 
most powerful 
commander, went 
missing, presumed dead. 
under mysterious 

j 

was a tragic one for the 
USSR who mourned the loss 
of one of its most loyal 
servants. 

forged together a new era of peace and detente 

All these hopes have now been dashed... 

American 
together on a peace mission, Colonel 
Crackov's plan is to bring back the 
old days of tension and con that. - i- 

He MUST be stopped? 
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j mission BRiEFinG 

SOVIE1' RGLiTER 
Colonel Crackov did not die that fateful day in June, 
Instead he went into hiding. Disgusted by his 

masters attempts to find peace with 
the West, he stole away in the middle 
of the night, faking his death and 
vowing to revenge the betrayal, 
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In the years from his disappearance 
he has built a massive private army 
equipped with weaponry stolen from 

both NATO and the Warsaw Pact and manned by a 
strong and fiercely loyal platoon of fellow 
communists who want to see their ideology 
returned and spread throughout the world. Now 
Colonel Crackov and his World Terrorist Army are 
ready to make their move* 

Ready for action! 

fn the next few weeks history will record that 
Colonel Crackov and the WTA have invaded 
Leamingtonia and now plan to spread throughout 
the Soviet Republic and beyond... 

You are Yuri Nuriyev, KGB captain and Mig 29 
Fulcrum pilot. You must fly in a new Security Force 
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mission BRiEFinG 

set up after the invasion by countries from the West 
and the East, Your task is a difficult one, In a world 
comfortable with peace you must combat the WTA. 
Only one outcome will satisfy the world - the defeat 
of Colonel Crackov and a return to harmony. 

Good fuck comrade! 

Below: an example of the extent of Crackov's weaponry, 
with the help of stolen plans. we were able to put 
together this artist T$ impression of a deadly cruise mis site 
under development by the wta 

Electronic guidance systems 
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locatio 



GETTinG STARTED... 
ffftam 

When starting the game I TAUT 

an you X ffMWi i*IK 

screen.asking you B1 HT(I ■ ;L TiniLiTH 

whether you wish to play 
a one player or two player 
share game(see p,7) and 
also which control mode the options screen 

you preferfsee facing page). Once 
you have chosen, select. 'START 
GAME'to begin. 

The battle against Crackov will take 
place over several specialized 
missions. In order to complete the 
different missions you will have to fly 
your Mig through several different 
combat scenarios. 

There are two main types of flying 
that you will need to do. these are, Air 
Combat, 
attack) -the controls 
listed on the facing page, along with 
the controls for other sections. 

QUICK REFEREnCE COnTROLS 
'indicates corrals which 

are reversed when played 
n simulator mode 

Select 
weapon 
if more 
than one 
available 

Fire UP: climb’ 
DOWN: dive* 
LEFT: move left 
RIGHT: move 

Select 
weapon game 
if more 
than one 
available 

CL OSE COMB A T 

UP: move up screen Select 
DOWN: move down 
screen 
LEFT: move left 

Fire 
weapon current weap on 

if more 
lhan one 
available 

weapon 
than one 
available RIGHT: move right 

RE-FUELLING 

as above as above no effect Same as air combat* 

LA NDING 

as above as above no effect UP: dive/DOWN:climb as above 
LEFT: move left 
RIGHT: move right 

ULTRA CLOSE COMBAT 

Same as cl. combat as above as above as above no effect 



TWO PLHYER SHARE mODE 
SOVIET FKMfiEK 

One player and two player 
share control panels ■8 S + 

Scare . Fueil remaining 

■; i 8 

! "1 fA \ 
OQGOO nonian 

Other weapon {four 
weapons possible) Mission completion 

indicator 
Weapon in use 
highlighted 

Arrcralt remaining start to 
finish) 

Two player share mode allows you 
to compete with another player 
for points. The game begins 
with four livesr but when one 
player dies, the other carries on 
where the other left off. 
In this mode, the panel varies 
slightly, showing two scores in the 
score area, Pi and P2{player one and two). To 
show whose turn it is, the player Indicators will flash 
next to the players score. 
-Player One will always go first. 

\ % 
\ i 

\ 

*■ 

res 
for player 

one and 
player two 

Player indicators 

WERPOnRY 

Weapons are displayed on the left side of the 
panel. Only one is given to start with 
but at the end of each mission an 
extra weapon is awarded for your 
success.The SELECT or B buttons 
swap between the weapons shown. 
With each plane lost you will also lose 
a weapon, unless you only have the 

weapon. Using spiral missiles 
against ground targets 

When your Mig is in close combat your missiles 
will automatically hit any land or sea-based 
targets as well as enemy aircraft. 
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RIB COmBflT 
SOTtlT FIGHTER 

Your first mission is a fairly straight forward one 
To hunt down and destroy a stolen soviet bomber. 

This mission will take piace in air 
combat mode. Most of the aircraft you 

i. ■ a 
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basic guided missiles, though some 
will fire heat seekers at you -these 
can be out-manouvered until they 
explode. 

m 

Your first mission 

Crackov has hundreds of fighter planes, all of 
which are aiming to blow you out of the sky. Learn 
their squadron patterns -this will enable you to pick 
them off as they approach. Watch out for planes 

that swoop overhead from behind[ 
these wilt crash into you and lose you 

i 
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In later missions you will have to 
over-fly tanks and rocket launchers 
that will fire at you from below, so be 
alert for these and ready to react 

when they fire -heat-seekers will become more 
accurate the further you progress. 

V . 
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Evasive action! 
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me-fuellihg 
Sr 
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With all its weapons, your Mig will not 
be able to fly a complete mission on 
one tank of fuel To refuel, you 
will have to rendezvous with a 
tanker plane above the clouds, 
Once the tanker’s hose is A 

+ * ► ■ * * 

> 

lowered you must line 

hose meets it. After a 
split second the 
hose will lock 
and begin re¬ 
fuelling your 
aircraft. 

f If you are 
successful, 

you will be 
given a bonus for 

any time remaining 
and an extra weapon, 

If you fail to refuel and 
the time runs out, your 

plane will run dry and you 
will crash and lose a life. 

i 
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enemy overhead means that one 

of Crackov's bombersfthe stolen one 
in mission one) is above the clouds 
and in range of your aircraft. These 
must be intercepted and destroyed. 
Bombers will fire at you with their tail 
gun, some will even missi es. Intercept and Destroy! 

To destroy these large aircraft you must stay close 
to them and shoot at the fuselage. If you drop 

down, you will not be able to hit the 
bomber, though this will be necessary 
at times to avoid heavy fire. Once the 
bomber is destroyed, you will be 
awarded an extra life and returned to * 
Air Combat mode. 

An arctic landing strip the mission has ended you will 
have to land your Mig at an airfield, some of these 

makeshift runways, small and surrounded by are 

trees. Landing on these can be difficult. If you 
succeed you will receive an extra weapon and a 
hits bonus... If you fail you will lose a life and begin 
the next mission, unless that was 
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i CLOSE COmBflT 
SO VIST : JGHTEIt 

Some of the most difficult parts of 
your missions will be the close 
combat situations, these are where * 

* 

some very 
j 

■ 

accurate 1 

shells and artillery shells. You'll be 
An explosive situation 

closing in on Crackov all the time so 
there will swarms of aircraft to deal 
with too. You'll also have to overcome 

defended large ground some 
targets, some of these will need more 
than one pass to destroy. Your Mtg 
will loop over these targets so you 
can have a second or even a third 
attack run?(see pictures) 

Ultra close combat sections will call 

sight will appear ahead of your Mig, in 
which you must keep the target tong 

enough for you missiles to get a fix. 

Tfte fate of future peace fie* in your hands! 

Making a second attack 



TIPS G TACTICS 

CL OSE COMB A T SECTIONS 
Concentrate your fire on ground 
enemies (as opposed to planes) as 
their fire is more deadly. Some planes 
need many hits to kill them -use the 
Double Missile to kill them as it is rs- 
more concentrated. 

Wff 'em Hard! 

RE-FUELLING 
Stay still -don’t chase the hose, wait for it to come 
to you. 

BIG BOMBERS 
Go to the sides of the 
screen to draw their fire 
and then come in when 
they are undefended. 

T* J 
* 
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Critical hit! 
INVNCBL TY 
After you have been killed you are invincible 

-use this time to 
blast the enemy! 

LA NDING 

Stay high and dive down quickly when 
you are over the runway. You will 
su rv i ve 
so long as you are on the runway. 

* 
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SPECIAL HIDDEN FEA TUBES 
Hidden in the game are a whole host of 
secret power-ups and a few other secret features, 
such as a night time mode -you might come across 
these accidentslly or you could try finding some! 
They are activated in various different ways, or 

no down certain key 
combinations at a particular time. 

ii - are 
special codes into the high / 

scores table 1 

J 9Q0 8$ START T yi 

1 Tyli'J 

(< 
Phone the Codemasters Helpline for Hints, Tips 
and Solutions for; The Fantes tic Adventures of Dizzy11, Bignose the 
Caveman ' and Quattro Adventure * (Linus SpaceheacfM F Super 
Robrnhood,J p Treasure Island Dizzy * and Boomerang Kief M) 

If you are under 18, you MUST have your parents permission 
Touchtone phones only. 

Camerica Lirmied inc, 3701 Commercial Avenge NORTHBROOK Illinois 60062. USA Tel ?0&-m4525 

■P 



CODEMASTERS 
Three more Codemasters games available from 

Camerica HJ 
XAMERICA 

Micro Machines THE VIDEO GAME. 

This is your chance to 
experience real life, high 

speed action scaled down fo 
fantasise miniature You can 

race formula one racing cars on a 
pool table, helicopters around the garden or boais around 

ihe bate lub. 11 individual characters and 9 kinds of 
Micromachines1 This game is absolutely brilliant 

R. 

* 

151,11 doc li?i»* In vaom* 

THE FANTASTIC ADVENTURES OF DIZZY 

Adventure and challenge. 
puzzies and dues, s 

completely different lands 
including underwater and 

ihe secret castle m the clouds. 
Dizzy's search to rescue his friends 
ind deteal the Evil Wizard Zaks is 

the mos! exciting interactive cartoon yel. 

QUATTRQ ADVENTURE 4 incredible 
adventure games tn one cartridge. 

BOOMERANG KID 
SUPER ROBIN HOOD w 

TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY 
LINUS SPACEHEAD 

* Ho w much tun can you cram in to one 
game cart? Frenzied platform action, scores of 

secret rooms, mind-bending puzzles, si range lands 
to explore-months upon months of challenging gameplayl 

Camedc® is 01 riHgisiw-hscj tmclomark al Cameiica Lunged ^nc Cotfimtiter*,, Thu Fxinlubc: adventures of Dizzy, ana 
QuafiiB Advemuse aw aF Gmtefnasters SdhwM Conpany UfflrliK) 
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ABOUT CODEMASTERS AND ITS YOUNG FOUNDERS 

David and Richard Darling 
started writing video games 
while they were in their early 
teens and still at school in 
England. 

From these beginnings David 

games authors. They wrote games for 
many major British software houses, and 
many of them turned out to be run away 
best sellers. The boys had by then realised that they had a 

that people really want 
to play! 

Richard formed Codemasters, their own company, in 
October 1986. Within a year Codemasters was the best selling 
games software publisher in the UK, Codemasters has 
dominated UK charts. 

Over thirty of the worlds best games people work at 
Codemasters global headquarters, a 96 acre farm in the heart of 
rural England. Codemasters has the resources, the expertise 
and the drive to bring you the very best in-video game 
entertainment and that's exactly what Richard and David aim to 
do! 



CAMERICA LIMITED INC., LIMITED WARRANTY 

Camerica Limited Inc., ("CAM£RtCA") warrants to the original purchaser only of this 
Camerica game cartridge that the medium on which this computer program is 
recorded is free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of ninety(90) 

days from the date of purchase. 
This warranty is not applicable to normal wear and tear. This warranty shall not be 
applicable and shall be void if the defect in the Camerica game cartridge has arisen 
through ABUSE. UNREASONABLE USE. MISTREATMENT OR NEGLECT. 

Camerica agrees for a period of ninety (90) days to either replace or repair, at 
Camerica's option, free of charge, the Camerica game cartridge lound not to meet 
Camerica's express warranty, postage paid with proof of dale of purchase. 
Replacement of the game cartridge found not to meet Camerica's express warranty 
and returned to Camerica by the original purchaser within ninety (90) days of 
purchase, is the full extent of Camerica warranty obligations and is the purchaser's 
exclusive remedy. 
This warranty is in lieu ol all other warranties and conditions and all warranties and 
conditions express or implied, including but not limited to, implied warranties and 
conditions of merchantability and fitness lor a particular purpose and those arising by 
statute or otherwise in law or from a course of dealing or uses of trade are all 
expressly disclaimed. 
In no event will Camerica be liable for any special incidental or consequential 
damages resulting from possession, use or malfunction of this Camerica game 
cartridge. 
The express warranty above gives you specific rights and you may also have other 
rights which vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction Some jurisdictions do not allow the 
exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages or limitation on how 
tong an implied warranty or conditions last, so the above limitation or exclusion may 
not apply to you, Any exclusion or limitation shall not be applicable to the extent it is 
prohibited by the law if any jurisdiction and such provision shall be severed Irom the 
rest ol these terms. 

Camerica Ltd Inc.. 3701 Commercial Avenue. NORTHBROOK 
Illinois 60062. USA Tel 706 496 4525 

Camerica Ltd Inc,, 3415 14™ Avenue, Markham, 
Ontario, L3R OH3. Canada-Tel (416) 470-2791 

FCC INFORMATION 

The device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operations subject to the following 
two conditions. 

o This device may not cause harmful interference and 

This device must accept any interference received including interference that 
may cause undesired operations. 

This equipmenl has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B Digital 
Device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide 
reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. The 
equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and if not installed 
and used in accordance with the instructions may cause harmful interference to radio 
communications, However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a 
particular installation. If this equipment does not cause harmful interference to radio Or 
television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on. the 
user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the foliowing 
measures: 

@ 

Re-orient or re locale the receiving antenna. 

increase the separation between the equipment and the receiver. 

Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which 

the receiver is connected, 

Consult the dealer or an experienced radio'vtv technician for help. 

This digital apparatus does not exceed the Class B limits for radio noise emissions Irom 
digital apparatus as set out in the radio interference regulations of the Canadian 
Department of Communications. 



Camerica Ltd Inc., 3701 Commercial A venue, NORTH BROOK, 
llinios 60062, USA - TEL 703 493 4625. 

Camerica Ltd Inc., 3415 14th Avenue,Markham, 
Ontario., L3R OHS, Canada - Tel (416) 470-2791 
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